
MANUAL APPLICATOR OF LARD
LARD APPLIYNG PROCESS FOR A BEST APPEARANCE

MANUAL APPLICATOR OF LARD

MANFAC-1

At the end process of production for some different types of cured hams and shoulders the application
of lard coating is required. This is due a different reasons : to eliminate the dust mites, to reduce the dry
and cracked of ham.to prevent the growth of rust,a and finally to get a good-looking finish of products.
Our machine to apply the liquid lard or other types of coverings on hams, shoulders and cured products
with a simple ans easly way of working.

To apply liquid lard on the products is difficult if the temperature is not under control. For this reason our
machine includes a heating system with control of temperature and includes also a remover inside of the
tank of lard. With this equipment we achieves the correct and regular temperature.
Inside the machine the compresor is integrated. Wheels are also included and you can move the
machine everywhere you needs. Finally the pistol sprays to apply on the surface of hams and shoulders

.the liquid lard with a uniform coat
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Lenght:

Widht:

High:

Weight:

Electric consumption:

Air consumption:

Aire presure:

TYPE MANFAC-1

1050 mm.

810 mm.

1.200 mm.

95 Kg.

2 kW.

30 lts/h.

6 kg/cm²

The manual applying proces is a hardworking and
dangerous work if the temperature is not under control.
Our machine keeps the regular and optimum temperature
during all work time when the operator is applying the
liquid lard on the surface of hams.

- Spraying of lard with a penumatic pump integrated in the
machine

- Security systhem included.
- Heating of lard in a tank with resistors
- Regulator of temperature as required .

- Control panel with thermostat .
- Tank of lard with capful and drain valve.

- Made of stainless steel AISI-304.
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